
 

Thermodynamics of Mixtures
Let's start with a few definitions
Solution mixture where one substance is the solvent

and the others are solutes

Let'sfocus on a Binarysolutionwhere A solvent BE solute

Ideation XB natty or In IFB
can also define
concentration C II toyyyoyy.ge

dependson temperature
pressure

mules ofsolute
molality advantage ofmolalityMB n.IMImofgryass is that it isindependent

of temperature pressure

massett

Partial Molar Quantities
RateatwhichVolumechanges
withaddedspecies as T p9

Vi Fyi otherspecies amounts are
heldconstant

When wecombine 2 liquid phaseshaving the same p T
composition then the new volume is the sum of the original
separate volumes but this is not necessarily true if the
2 liquids have different compositions

e.g If we mix 100mL of H2O with 100mL of MeOHthen
The final total volume of the mixture is 193.1mg

not 200mL



Howcould we have predicted 193 I m L
for a 2 component singlephasesystem we need Ztc
independent variables such as T P na NB
Then we write

an ftp.ni.it it tConap.iiit 8n i
dV at dt Kfdp Idna t

Vildns

Thepartialmolar volumes Va Vis in a mixture varywith composition because the environment of each type ofmolecule changes as the compositionchangesfrom pureAto pureB

Thepartialmolar volume of a component is the slope of the
plot of the total volume as the amount of the componentis changed while p T and allothercomponentamounts
are held constant

n slope isVAXi

a

a negativepartialmolar volume
means that the total volume

I decreases as the substance is

f added

Ya g
slopeis Va x

Limitingpartial molar volumeofMgso in water is 1.4gig
partialmolarvolumein the limit
of zero concentration of solute

solution volumedecreases
as Myson is added This

occursbecausemysoybreaks
upopenstructureofwater as
ionsbecome hydrated



Back to methanol water mixture

Nitro 18724 5.534 not

molarvolume of pure H2o

Meon 18fm no
2.456 mo l

molar volume of pure MeOH

Mott 1353445431,3nF 0.3074 use this number
motortokesPitiable

H2o 17.75mL not

Meon 38.61 mL not

at this fixed composition we integrate

dV VadnatVBdue to get

Van at VBNB addivity role

this

V 17.75mL not 5534m01 38.61mmol 2.456not

193.05mL



If we differentiate the addivity rule

dr Vadna t Vadna hadVa nadVB
Then our earlier definition for du would require that

had Vat NbdVB O
O

Xa drat x du o
Gibbs DuhemEQuation

which implies aVa MfdVB
telling us that changes in Va VB with compositionwill
be related i e if Va increases then VB must decrease

I notehowtheMeon40 meott curve mirrorssomewhat
theAco curve with
slopeof each partial
molar volumehaving
oppositesignat all
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